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Abstract: Argentina lies within the southernmost distributional range of five neotropical primates,
the brown howler monkey Alouatta guariba, the black-and-gold howler monkey Alouatta caraya,
the black-horned capuchin Sapajus nigritus, the Azara’s capuchin Sapajus cay, and the Azara’s owl
monkey Aotus azarae; the first three of which are globally threatened. These species occupy different
ecoregions: the Alto Paraná Atlantic forest, the Araucaria moist forest, the humid Chaco, the Southern
Cone Mesopotamian savanna, the Paraná Ffooded savanna, and the Southern Andean Yungas. The
recently approved National Primate Conservation Plan of Argentina calls for identifying priority
areas to focus conservation actions for these species. We used species distribution models to estimate
species ranges and then used the Zonation software to perform a spatial conservation prioritization
analysis based on primate habitat quality and connectivity to identify potential areas of importance
at national and ecoregional levels. Only 7.2% (19,500 km2) of the area inhabited by primates in
Argentina is under protection. Outside the current protected areas, the top-ranked 1% and 5% priority
areas identified in our analysis covered 1894 and 7574 km2, respectively. The top 1% areas were in
the Atlantic forest of Misiones province, where S. nigritus, A. guariba, and A. caraya are distributed,
and in the humid portion of eastern Chaco and Formosa provinces, where A. azarae and A. caraya are
present. The top 5% areas included portions of the Yungas, where S. cay is the only primate present.
Priority areas in Chaco and Formosa provinces are particularly relevant because of the paucity of
protected areas and the high deforestation rate. The endangered A. guariba population will benefit
from the better protection of the priority areas of Misiones. The potential priority areas proposed
herein, considered within a context of a broad participatory process involving relevant stakeholders
and local people, will help guide new and innovative conservation policies and practices while
supporting management objectives.

Keywords: species distribution models; spatial prioritization; Alouatta caraya; Alouatta guariba; Aotus
azarae; Sapajus cay; Sapajus nigritus; Zonation
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1. Introduction

Argentina harbors five primate species: two howler monkeys (the black-and-gold
howler monkey—Alouatta caraya, and the brown howler monkey—Alouatta guariba ssp.
clamitans); Azara’s owl monkey (Aotus azarae), and two capuchin monkeys (the black-
horned capuchin—Sapajus nigritus ssp. cucullatus, and Azara’s capuchin—Sapajus cay).
These species are distributed throughout the northern portion of the country, occupying
different ecoregions and forest types, from gallery forests in the humid Chaco to flooded
forests in the Paraná flooded savanna, naturally fragmented forests in the Southern Cone
Mesopotamian savannas, subtropical semideciduous rainforests in the Alto Paraná Atlantic
forest, and cloud and montane forests in the Yungas (Figure A1).

In 2019, a new categorization of the mammals of Argentina updated the conservation
status of primate species and helped identify their major threats [1,2]. The most important
threats can be grouped into: (1) forest loss, degradation, and fragmentation; (2) anthro-
pogenic effects (e.g., hunting, road killing, dog attacks); and (3) disease epidemics. The
reduction of high-quality habitat for primates is mainly caused by timber exploitation,
agriculture, and livestock grazing that are increasingly affecting large forest areas across
northern Argentina [3,4]. Besides, human-induced fires are dramatically impacting the
ecosystems in this region: in 2020, 333,000 ha of native forests were lost in Argentina, and
54% of this loss was caused by fires, mainly in the Chaco and Yungas [5]. Finally, epidemics
are another major threat to primate populations. The yellow fever outbreak of 2008–2009
decimated the already small remnant population of brown howlers and black-and-gold
howler monkeys of the Atlantic forest of Misiones [6]. Thus, humans may have important
negative effects on primate populations, either indirectly through disease transmission, the
effects of infrastructure, and land-use patterns or directly through hunting for the pet trade,
poaching, and retaliatory killing due to wildlife–human conflicts. The indirect or direct
threats affecting primate populations living in the anthropogenic landscapes of Argentina
should be considered when prioritizing areas for primate conservation.

There are multiple reasons why it is important to conserve primate populations.
Besides their intrinsic value, primate populations serve key ecological functions in the
ecosystems they inhabit, such as predation, pollination, and seed dispersal [7]. They also
serve as prey for larger predators and contribute to maintaining community structure
across multiple trophic levels. As key dispersers of large-seeded plant species, they also
contribute to carbon stocking and may have a buffering role against the effects of global
climate change [8,9]. Primate species also provide important benefits to local communities
by representing a source of substantial income from ecotourism and may have cultural or
religious relevance for the local communities sharing the habitat with them [7].

Given all the aforementioned threats and the importance of preserving primates,
it became imperative to develop an action plan with long-term conservation strategies
for the primates of Argentina [2]. The National Primate Conservation Plan of Argentina
was developed in 2019 and approved in 2021 (Res. 430/21, Ministerio de Ambiente y
Desarrollo Sostenible, Argentina). One of the plan’s priority actions is to identify areas
of importance for the conservation of primates in Argentina to more effectively focus
conservation efforts. These efforts include not only the possibility of creating new protected
areas but other conservation actions as well, such as ecosystem restoration, environmental
education, and environmentally sound economic activities, such as ecotourism, involving
local communities and landowners.

Resources for conserving species diversity are always limited; thus, to maximize the
effectiveness of conservation actions, it is necessary to focus efforts on the highest conserva-
tion priorities [10]. Conservation prioritization utilizes computational tools and analyses
that contribute to an ecologically informed spatial allocation of conservation actions [11].
In the last few decades, spatial prioritization methods have rapidly evolved to support
decisions on where to concentrate conservation efforts. These methods range from simple
complementarity-based algorithms that operate on relatively small data sets and presence–
absence data [12] to more recent methods incorporating costs, threats, and alternative
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land uses, improving ecological realism by dealing with species-specific connectivity and
uncertainty [11,13].

Prioritization analyses using different analytical methods and scales (e.g., regional,
national) have been rarely applied to primates. Some of these analyses have used species
distribution modeling approaches to prioritize areas based on landscape and climatic
variables, as was the case for the black lion tamarin (Leontopithecus chrysopygus) [14] and
Indonesian threatened primate species [15]. Others, such as the selection of priority areas
for primates in Tanzania, used a complementarity analysis to identify areas based on a set
of criteria and scores assigned to species and sites [16]. A prioritization effort analysis of
six primate species in an Amazonian savanna used a combination of species-distribution
modeling and a systematic conservation planning approach, through Marxan software, to
identify the set of areas that represent biodiversity features with the minimum possible
cost [17]. Finally, the identification of priority areas for the three primate species in Mexico
has been undertaken combining species distribution modeling and explicitly involving
expert knowledge [18].

Our study aims to identify the Areas of Importance for the Conservation of Primates
in Argentina (AICPAs), defined as areas that, if protected, could potentially ensure the
long-term persistence of viable primate populations. As a first step to identify the AICPAs,
we developed primate distribution models in Argentina; we later used these distribution
models in a prioritization analysis. We show how the results of this prioritization may help
focus conservation efforts in areas with the highest potential positive impact on primate
populations and discuss the pros and cons of this approach.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The study area, including the distribution ranges of all primate species within Ar-
gentina, comprises seven provinces and six ecoregions and occupies 271,624 km2 [19]
(Figure A1). The Alto Paraná Atlantic forest ecoregion is a semi-deciduous subtropical
forest with marked seasonality in day length, temperature, and primary productivity [20].
Mean annual temperature ranges from 16 to 22 ◦C, and rainfall ranges from 1000 to 2200 mm
per year [21]. The Araucaria moist forest ecoregion occupies relatively higher altitudes
(550–800 m a.s.l.) and resembles the Alto Paraná Atlantic forest but with the presence of
the gymnosperm Araucaria angustifolia [21]. Although Misiones province hosts the highest
number of protected areas in Argentina, most of them are quite small, and its biodiver-
sity is still threatened, mainly due to deforestation for agriculture and livestock activities,
poaching, and the non-sustainable exploitation of forest remnants [21].

The Southern Cone Mesopotamian savanna ecoregion is a relatively flat landscape
covered mainly by grasslands and small forest patches. In the savannas of Corrientes, forest
plantations with exotic trees (Pinus and Eucalyptus spp.) are also increasingly replacing the
native vegetation [4]. This ecoregion has subtropical weather without a dry season, with
an average annual precipitation of 1400–1800 mm [22,23], monthly mean temperatures
ranging from 14 ◦C in July (winter) to 27 ◦C in January (summer), and frosts occurring
during the winter months of May to September [24,25].

The Paraná flooded savanna ecoregion occupies riparian and flooded forests in the
proximity of the Paraná and Paraguay rivers. Although 14% of this ecoregion is protected,
mainly in the south, it is still threatened by the expansion of forest plantations [4]. This
ecoregion has subtropical weather with an average annual temperature of 22 ◦C and a
range that varies from 14◦ C in July to 27 ◦C in January, and an annual average rainfall of
1350 mm [26,27].

The humid portion of the Chaco ecoregion consists of a highly heterogeneous matrix of
different environmental units, such as pastures, palm savannas, riverine forests, wetlands,
and naturally fragmented forests [19]. The Humid Chaco has a low protection degree (<2%
of the land is under protection) [4,28]. The climate is subtropical, with the lowest monthly
mean temperatures from May through August (16–18 ◦C) and the highest from October
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through March (23 to 27 ◦C). Mean annual precipitation is 1436 ± SD 333 mm (1977 to 2017)
with a drier period in June through August [29].

The dry Chaco, which, in Argentina, occupies the northern–central portion of the
country, is the largest dry subtropical forest in the neotropics [30] and is considered a global
deforestation hotspot [3,31]. In this ecoregion, the mean annual temperature ranges from
18 to 23 ◦C, and rainfall ranges from 500 to 700 mm [32]. The dry and the humid Chaco
are highly threatened by agriculture and livestock grazing expansion [4]. Primates from
northern–northeastern Argentina are distributed mainly in the humid Chaco, except for
A. caraya, which also extends its range into a small portion of the eastern dry Chaco [33].

The southern Andean Yungas ecoregion (hereinafter Yungas) occupies a relatively
small area of Argentina (2%). Its wide altitudinal range (400–3000 m a.s.l.) and marked
ecological gradient promote high biodiversity [4,34]. In this ecoregion, the average annual
temperature is 19 ◦C, ranging between 10 ◦C in the winter and 30 ◦C in the summer, and
the mean rainfall is 1000 mm, ranging from 550 to 2500 mm [35,36]. Agriculture expansion,
mainly for sugar cane plantations, has replaced ca. 90% of the Lowland Yungas forest, and
only ca. 9% of the Yungas is protected [4].

2.2. Study Species

Our study is focused on all primate species inhabiting Argentina: A. guariba, A. caraya,
A. azarae, S. nigritus, and S. cay.

The brown howler A. guariba is endemic to the Atlantic forest of South America,
occurring along the Brazilian coast from the state of Bahía in the north to Rio Grande do Sul
in the south, reaching a small portion of the Misiones province in Argentina [37] (Figure A1).
This species occurs mainly in the central–eastern portion of Misiones, where it is frequently
sympatric with the black-and-gold howler [38,39]. A. guariba is listed as one of the 25 most
endangered primate species worldwide [40], and it is globally listed as vulnerable (VU) [41]
and as critically endangered (CR) in Argentina, where a small population persists at
extremely low densities, probably due to recurrent yellow fever outbreaks [38]. The brown
howlers in Misiones usually live in small groups (2–7 individuals) that occupy relatively
large home ranges (31–70 ha; [42]). A relatively low population density of 10 individuals per
km2 was estimated at Piñalito Provincial Park, Misiones, in 2005–2007 [39]. In 2008–2009,
as a result of a yellow fever outbreak, there was a population crash that put the population
at the brink of extinction [43]. Currently, the population density is so low that it is difficult
to encounter groups while walking line transects [43].

The black-and-gold howler A. caraya inhabits secondary, riverine, and flooded forests,
with a distribution spanning parts of Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay, and Bolivia [44]. In Ar-
gentina, the species is abundant in the humid Chaco, the Paraná flooded savanna, and the
Southern Cone Mesopotamian savanna, while relatively lower densities characterize popu-
lations inhabiting the Atlantic forest of Misiones, as well as the dry Chaco [33] (Figure A1).
The species is globally listed as near-threatened (NT; [44]) and as VU in Argentina, mainly
due to anthropogenic habitat modification and forest fragmentation [33]. In Argentina, A.
caraya’s group size (2–20 individuals) and home ranges (4–112 ha) are highly variable [45].
Population densities are also highly variable. In the humid Chaco and Paraná flooded
savanna, where it reaches its highest densities, estimates range from 12 to 320 individuals
per km2 of forest habitat, but in the Atlantic forest of Misiones, the population status is not
different from that of the brown howler [45,46].

Azara’s owl monkey A. azarae inhabits riverine forests in the humid and (to a much
lesser extent) dry Chaco ecoregions of Brazil, Paraguay, and Argentina [47]. In Argentina,
it occupies a relatively small area of eastern Formosa and Chaco provinces [48] (Figure A1).
The species is globally listed as least concern (LC; [49]) but as VU in Argentina because of
the high deforestation rates affecting both the humid and dry Chaco ecoregions [50]. This
monkey lives in small groups of 3–6 individuals occupying home ranges of 6–11 ha [51].
Population densities in the gallery forests of the humid Chaco of eastern Formosa province
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range from 8 to 16 groups per km2 to 25 to 64 individuals per km2 of forest, but these
densities diminish to the west of the province [50,52].

The black-horned capuchin monkey S. nigritus is endemic to the southern portion of
the Atlantic forest. In Argentina, the species occupies most of Misiones province (Figure A1),
being partially sympatric with A. guariba and A. caraya [53]. It is globally listed as NT [54,55]
and as VU in Argentina [53]. The loss, degradation, and fragmentation of the Atlantic
forest are the main threats [55]. The black-horned capuchin lives in relatively large groups
of 7–44 individuals [56] and occupies large home ranges in Misiones (81–293 ha; [57]),
especially in fragmented landscapes (>600 ha; V. Zárate, unpublished results). Population
density at Iguazú National Park was estimated at 16 individuals per km2 [57], but this
value is probably lower in other parts of Misiones, particularly in unprotected areas and
productive landscapes where the probability of the occurrence of the species is lower [43].

Finally, Azara’s capuchin S. cay inhabits forested portions of the Pantanal, the Yun-
gas, the dry deciduous forests of northern Bolivian Chaco and eastern Paraguay, as well
as the Cerrado [58]. In Argentina, it occurs in the Yungas provinces of Salta and Jujuy
(Figure A1). The species is listed as VU globally and in Argentina, with habitat loss as
its main threat [58,59]. However, information on the ecology of the species in Argentina
is scarce [60]. Outside Argentina, social groups have home ranges of <200 ha [59]. Al-
though the species is present in most protected areas of the Argentine Yungas, there are no
population density estimates for the country [59].

2.3. Expert Knowledge

The integration of expert knowledge to the systematic algorithm-based approach for
the construction of niche models and the identification of priority areas for conservation
is increasingly recommended, since it produces overall better representations of the geo-
graphic distribution of species and the important areas to focus conservation actions [61,62].
Following a workshop that took place in Corrientes province in March 2019, which gave
momentum to the National Primate Conservation Plan of Argentina, a group of 13 pri-
matologists (including some of the authors) with expertise on different primate species
inhabiting the different ecoregions of the country was called to review the whole process
and outputs of modeling species distribution and prioritization analysis (Supplementary
Materials Table S1). Thus, some of the modeling and prioritization stages involved the
modification of input variables following expert-judgment-based criteria. In particular,
these variables included the species distribution limits, the records and databases used to
build the species distribution models, the weighted variables used to construct the human
footprint layer, and the importance assigned to different portions of species distribution for
the prioritization analysis.

2.4. Species Distribution Models

We used species distribution models (SDMs) to estimate the environmental suitability
and to map the species’ distribution. To build SDMs for each species, we used presence
data from their whole distribution in South America to characterize their niches and
estimate their environmental suitability [63]. Presence data were obtained from the At-
lantic Primates data set [64] (n = 2922 records) from the Global Biodiversity Facility (GBIF,
https://doi.org/10.15468/dl.bate8h (accessed on 1 August 2020, downloaded with the
rgbif R package)) (n = 46), the database compiled for the categorization of threatened mam-
mals of Argentina by the Ministry of Environment and Sustainable Development and the
Argentine Society for the Study of Mammals [1] (n = 460), and personal or specific projects’
databases (I. Holzmann, unpublished data; Proyecto Mirikiná, unpublished data) (n = 171).
We compiled 3599 raw records, which were cleaned by eliminating species records (1) with
repeated geographic coordinates, (2) with coordinates with an accuracy < 0.5 degrees,
(3) georeferenced out of the continent or in centroids of countries or provinces/states, or
(4) georeferenced in scientific institutions or zoos. Presence records are usually geographi-
cally biased towards infrastructures that facilitate access to collection sites (e.g., roads and

https://doi.org/10.15468/dl.bate8h
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research institutions), which can negatively affect SDM performance [65,66]; all species
records and databases were revised and validated by experts. We spatially filtered presence
with a 10 km thinning distance to correct this sampling bias with the spThin R package [67].
Models were constructed with 1773 records (726 for A. guariba, 359 for A. caraya, 46 for A.
azarae, 480 for S. nigritus, and 162 for S. cay).

We used 19 bioclimatic variables sourced from the CHELSA (https://chelsa-climate.
org (accessed on 1 August 2020)) [68] with 1 km spatial resolution. To correct the variable
multicollinearity, we performed a principal component analysis based on a correlation
matrix. To do so, variables were first standardized by subtracting mean values and dividing
by the standard deviation. Then, we used the eigenvectors originated for each principal
component to calculate the scoring for each raster cell. We used the first five principal
components, which explained 95% of the original variance as the new predictor variables
in the SDMs [69] (Supplementary Materials Tables S2–S4). To model A. caraya and A. azarae,
for which gallery forests constitute prime habitat and for which distributions are likely
affected by the distance to water bodies according to expert judgment, we also used a
variable that represents the distance to rivers using the hydrographic network of 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd order of Strahler. This variable was generated using the database HydroSHEDS
and used together with the five principal components [70,71].

To address the uncertainty associated with each algorithm [72] and to adequately
consider different modeling conditions (e.g., number of presences, geographic biases) [73],
we used algorithms based on different modeling approaches: maximum entropy [74], random
forests [75], and support vector machine [76]. Maximum entropy models were fitted in two ways:
with maximum entropy default (MED) using all features, i.e., linear, quadratic, product,
and hinge, and with maximum entropy simple (MES) fitted only with linear and quadratic
features. The MED and MES were fitted using a non-homogeneous Poisson procedure [74],
a regularization multiplier value of 110,000 background points, and clog-log prediction.
Random forests were automatically fitted through the function tuneRF of the randomForest
R package [75], 500 trees, and out-of-bag error optimization parameter. Models with
the minimum out-of-bag error were selected as the final models. Support vector machine
models were fitted using a radial basis function kernel, with a constant cost value of 1,
based on probability classes. Since the regional biological data lack real absences, we used
pseudo-absences to construct random forests and support vector machine models. Since the
distribution method of pseudo-absences and the proportion of the number of presences
and the number of pseudo-absences can affect the algorithm performance [77], the number
of pseudo-absences was equal to the number of presences. The pseudo-absences were
randomly distributed throughout the same area used to construct SDMs, avoiding those
cells with presence records. The calibration area (or accessible area) used for each species
was defined based on the ecoregions where the species has been recorded. Ecoregions’
boundaries were obtained from the World Terrestrial Ecoregions [19].

Models were evaluated based on accuracy metrics, dependently and independently of
threshold: area under the curve, true skill statistic, Jaccard, Sørensen, Fpb (F-measure), and
Boyce [78,79]. We used the threshold that maximizes the sum of sensitivity and specificity
(i.e., the threshold that maximizes the true skill statistic). We used an ensemble model to
reduce the uncertainty associated with individual models [80]. Ensemble models were
based on a principal component analysis with the environmental suitability values of the
best algorithms for each species, i.e., those with a true skill statistic higher or equal to the
mean of all algorithms for a given species. The eigenvector of the first principal component
was used to calculate the environmental suitability values. The SDMs were built with the
ENMTML R package [81]. Presence records processing and modeling were performed with
the R software v.4.0.2 (R Core Team 2020, Vienna, Austria).

2.5. Post-Processing Steps

When SDMs are constructed using only abiotic environmental variables (i.e., without
incorporating species interactions and/or simulations of dispersal), they tend to overesti-
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mate the distribution range of the species [82], which may affect the results of the spatial
prioritization analysis [83]. To overcome this limitation, the environmental suitability val-
ues were restricted to within each species’ polygons of distribution. Distribution limits were
set based on maps available in the categorization of threatened mammals of Argentina [1].
Only for A. azarae, following experts’ criteria, did we modify the original polygon by
eliminating a doubtful record extremely isolated from the rest of the species’ distribution.

Based on the Hansen Global Forest Change v.1.6 (2000–2018), starting from the forest
distribution in 2002, we eliminated the areas that had been transformed (loss of forest cover-
age) by 2018. The spatial resolution of this input is 1 arc-second per pixel or approximately
30 m per pixel at the equator. We did not sum forest gain areas since most corresponded to
forestry plantations. We elaborated a script for Google Earth Engine, and we downloaded
all of the cartography corresponding to forests for the whole area of the distribution of
the primate species of Argentina (http://earthenginepartners.appspot.com/science-2013
-global-forest (accessed on 15 March 2020)).

Finally, to avoid including forest fragments too small to be habitable by a primate
group, we eliminated all forest patches smaller than the minimum home range area es-
timated for each species based on published data and expert criteria. We used 10 ha for
both howler monkey species in the Atlantic forest [42,84], 4 ha for A. caraya in the Chaco
region [45], 2 ha for A. azarae [85], and 80 ha for S. nigritus [57] and S. cay (for this species
we used the same value as for S. nigritus because no data were available).

2.6. Spatial Prioritization Analysis

We used the software Zonation v. 4.0 [86] to identify priority areas for protecting
primates in Argentina. Overall, we sought to identify areas where primates occur outside
the current protected-area network to define potential new conservation areas. We devel-
oped prioritization analyses both at a national and an ecoregional scale. The latter was
performed across three main blocks (hereinafter ecoregions), some of them constituting a
combination of ecoregions recognized by Olson et al. [19]: (1) the Atlantic forest (which
comprises the Alto Paraná Atlantic forest and the Araucaria moist forest), (2) the Chaco
(encompassing the humid Chaco, dry Chaco, Paraná flooded savanna, and Southern Cone
Mesopotamian savanna), and (3) the Andean Yungas (henceforth the Yungas). Moreover,
we compared scenarios with or without a human footprint as an important factor in assess-
ing the potential cost of conserving a particular area. Incorporating the human footprint as
a cost in the analysis can illustrate which areas of high value for the species of interest can
be conserved without incurring high costs due to anthropogenic factors [87].

Zonation is a prioritization analysis software useful for large-scale systematic planning.
It can help identify areas of importance for retaining habitat quality and connectivity. The
algorithm starts with a complete landscape and then iteratively discards grid cells (pixels)
with lower values from the edges of the remaining area. In this way, the software helps
maintain high levels of structural habitat connectivity. The order of cell removal provides
landscape zonation wherein the most important areas are retained after removing the less
important ones. By limiting the removal of cells from the edges of the remaining areas, the
program allows the identification of a nested sequence of landscape structures where the
priority core areas of species distribution are kept until the end of the cell removal process.
The results are easy to visualize and interpret for planning and conservation [88].

Zonation develops spatial priority rankings based on species distributions and, option-
ally, on threats or costs, as well as other ecological factors such as connectivity effects [63,66].
Importantly, it considers the principle of complementarity, i.e., the algorithm tends to main-
tain a balanced representation of all species by ranking priority areas [86]. For our analysis,
we used a ranking method based on the Core-Area Zonation function (CAZ), which cal-
culates the value of each cell as the maximum biological value across all species instead
of the sum of species-specific values [88]. Given the small number of primate species in
Argentina and the relatively restricted distribution characterizing some of them, we find
this method to be more appropriate since it enables identifying high-quality areas for each
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species individually, prioritizing sites with high occurrence levels for a single rare and/or
highly weighted feature [88,89]. Although the five primate species we considered differ
in their conservation status [1], we decided not to weigh species by their conservation
status (i.e., all have the same weight) because of the significantly reduced distribution of
A. guariba, which is also the most threatened species, already makes this primate highly
important in contributing to the value of a cell.

The naturally fragmented forests of the humid easternmost Chaco constitute prime
habitats for A. caraya and A. azarae, where they reach high densities [45,48,90]. In previous
analyses, because Zonation usually prioritizes aggregated solutions [86], the prioritization
solution was heavily weighted to the suboptimal but more continuous habitat of the
boundary between the dry and the humid Chaco, where these species are less abundant.
Therefore, we applied a specific expert-based criterion and assigned a greater importance
to the humid Chaco portion where these species are known to be more abundant by adding
two further polygons delimiting areas with a high population density of A. caraya and A.
azarae (Figure 1f,g).
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Figure 1. Species suitability pattern for the five primate species native to Argentina: (a) brown
howler monkey (Alouatta guariba), (b) black-and-gold howler monkey (Alouatta caraya), (c) Azara’s
owl monkey (Aotus azarae), (d) black-horned capuchin monkey (Sapajus nigritus), and (e) Azara’s
capuchin monkey (Sapajus cay). The additional polygons delimiting areas of high population density
for (f) A. caraya and (g) A. azarae are reported.

2.6.1. Connectivity

Habitat fragmentation is usually an undesired characteristic in planning new protected
areas because some species have a lower probability of persisting in small and isolated
fragments in the long term [91,92]. Besides, implementing severely fragmented protected
areas can be impractical and costly [86]. Thus, connectivity is a fundamental component
of spatial analyses. Zonation offers different aggregation methods that produce relatively
more compact solutions, like distribution smoothing, which is species-specific and retains
areas that are well connected. In this case, the connectivity among cells is determined
through a smoothing kernel that allows a cell value to be “smoothed” to the surrounding
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area, i.e., cells that are surrounded by other high-value cells receive a higher value than
more isolated ones [86]. The width of the smoothing kernel is species-specific and expresses
the species dispersal or landscape use capacity. We assigned a smoothing kernel width of
2000 m for A. caraya and A. azarae, the two species that inhabit the most naturally fragmented
landscapes of the Chaco ecoregion. We used 500 m width for the species living in more
continuous forest landscapes (the brown howler and the two capuchin monkey species).
These values represent the maximum distances of movement between separate fragments
for each taxon [93,94]. In addition, we used the edge-removal feature of the software, which
allows the preferential removal of cells from the edges of the remnant landscape (and not
from internal areas), further influencing the aggregation of the prioritization solution [86].

2.6.2. Human Influence

To add the potential influence of human activities in areas of potential habitat for
the five species, we created a human footprint for primates (hereafter, Human Footprint)
layer based on the weighted sum of variables considered influential for prioritization. The
variables and their weights, selected by the experts based on the current knowledge of
the main anthropogenic factors affecting primates in Argentina, had been also identified
in the recent categorization of Argentine mammals following IUCN criteria [1]. The
variables used were: road network (obtained from Open Street Maps data, considering the
categories “trunk”, “primary”, “secondary”, “tertiary”, “unclassified”, and “track”), human
population density (data per census radius according to the Argentine National Census of
Population and Housing 2010-INDEC) distributed by pixel, and land-cover map (obtained
from MapBiomas Chaco Collection 1-2017) of forest, forest plantations, agriculture, and
pastures. The road network and pasture cover were considered the most influential factors
that could entail costs for primate conservation, followed by human population density
and forestry plantations and, lastly, agriculture (Supplementary Materials Table S5).

The resulting raster was linearly scaled to express values from 0 (low Human Footprint)
to 1 (high Human Footprint). The Human Footprint was introduced in the analysis as a
cost layer to investigate the role of human influence on prioritization. When a cost layer is
used, cell removal is based on the local conservation value divided by the cost of the cell
(i.e., efficiency). In this way, a cell can be given a high value because of (1) a high suitability
for the species or (2) low cost for the cell [86].

2.6.3. Conservation Targets

We aimed to identify new priority areas for the conservation of primates in Argentina
outside the current reserve network, i.e., considering Argentina’s current protected area
network (Biodiversity Information System: https://sib.gob.ar/mapa-sifap (accessed on
1 May 2020) as a basis. This analysis requires a hierarchical prioritization structure, which
is specified using a mask that identifies existing reserves’ locations and then assigns them
the highest ranks. In this way, it is guaranteed that the highest priorities are located in the
present conservation areas and that priority areas outside them are identified [13,95]. We
performed both national and ecoregional prioritization analyses. We defined as targets
the top-ranked 1%, 5%, 10%, and 30% areas outside those already protected. This set of
areas would expand and fill the ecological and geographical gaps in the current network
of protected areas, increasing the conservation coverage of species in a balanced manner.
According to the 2030 action targets specified by UNEP, ensuring the conservation and
equitable management of >30% of the areas of particular importance for biodiversity and
people is key to reducing threats to biodiversity [96].

2.6.4. Uncertainty Analysis

A problem common to all ecological and conservation sciences is data quality, quantity,
and uncertainty. In general, there is first the challenge of addressing the lack of data, which,
for our analyses, was of relatively small concern, since there is considerable information on

https://sib.gob.ar/mapa-sifap
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the distribution of primate species in Argentina [1]. In addition, uncertainty in the analyses
can also result from the use of predicted suitability based on different algorithms.

The main objective of uncertainty analysis in the prioritization approach is to assess the
trade-offs between the areas’ biological quality and the information’s degree of uncertainty.
Ideally, a network of areas should be selected to guarantee a high biological value despite
certain uncertainty [86]. We performed an uncertainty analysis included in Zonation,
called distribution discounting, which allows landscape ranking using uncertainty in species
distribution [97]. We calculated uncertainty maps based on the standard deviation (SD) of
the suitability estimated by each algorithm. We then specified the degree of uncertainty
as 0.3 SD from the value of the nominal estimates of the input layers of the analysis. This
produced a priority map based on an error of 0.3 SD. The priority values of this map were
then visually compared with those of the main (nominal) map.

All layers incorporated into the analysis (species distributions, Human Footprint,
protected areas) were rasterized at a 150 m spatial resolution.

2.7. Comparisons of Anthropic Scenarios

Species vulnerability to human proximity and anthropic impacts differ based on
the degree of conflict and retaliatory responses that those species tend to elicit in local
communities. For example, capuchin monkeys have a tendency to raid crops or damage
forest plantations, thus they tend to be persecuted by local farmers [43,98]; neither howler
monkeys or owl monkeys are known for those behaviors. For this reason, we compared
the species representativity for different conservation targets between two scenarios: (1) a
“human influence” scenario, in which we performed the prioritization analysis considering
the species distribution but including the Human Footprint as a cost layer, and (2) an
“unconstrained” scenario (i.e., without human impacts), considering only the species
distribution in the analysis to identify priority areas, all other factors being equal.

3. Results

Most models performed well in predicting species presence (Table A1). The ensemble
model performed as well as or better than many individual algorithms for all species except
S. cay, for which the support vector machine was the best algorithm (Table A1).

Regarding species’ distribution, A. guariba showed high environmental suitability
values in the highlands of central–eastern Misiones province, greatly overlapping with
the small portion of the Araucaria moist forest ecoregion (Figure 1a). For A. caraya, the
highest environmental suitability values were in the humid Chaco of eastern Formosa,
eastern Chaco, and northeastern Santa Fe provinces; extensive areas of the Iberá wetlands
and savannas in Corrientes; and the Atlantic forest of Misiones (Figure 1b,f). A. azarae
showed high environmental suitability values in eastern Formosa and northeastern Chaco
provinces, in areas dominated by gallery forests extending along watercourses (Figure 1c,g).
The distribution of S. nigritus corresponds to the entire extension of the Atlantic forest in
Misiones province, with the highest suitability values found in the northern and central
areas of this province and lower ones in southern Misiones, in the transition between the
Atlantic forest and the savannas (Figure 1d). Finally, S. cay showed the highest suitability
values in the Yungas of Jujuy and Salta provinces and a small portion of the transitional
Yungas–dry Chaco of both provinces (Figure 1e).

The current network of the protected areas of northern Argentina includes 19,511 km2,
covering 7.2% of the whole distribution of the five primate species in the country (Figure 2).
However, species’ distribution ranges are not equally represented in this network: 14–15%
of the range of both capuchin species (S. nigritus and S. cay) and 12% of the small range of A.
guariba lie within protected areas, while 8% of A. caraya’s and only 1% of A. azarae’s ranges
are currently protected (Figure 3; Table 1). Performance curves showed that the increase
in conservation coverage of the range of each primate species would be a function of the
landscape area protected; however, the protection effort would not be evenly effective for
all species (Figure 3). Indeed, some species, such as A. guariba, whose distribution range
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is relatively small and overlaps with other two species, would reach almost full range
coverage (4/5) if only 10% of the landscape were protected at the national level. Others,
such as S. cay would reach similar levels of coverage only at the 30% conservation target.
A. azarae and S. nigritus, would require 30% of the landscape under protection to reach c.
2/3 of their range covered, while A. caraya, the primate species with the largest distribution
in the country and the only one present in a wide part of its range, would have just half of
its range conserved with 30% of landscape protected (Figure 3; Table 1).

Table 1. Percentages of each primate species’ distribution range represented in the protected areas
(PA) and within the priority areas according to the different conservation targets (PA + 1%, PA + 5%,
PA + 10%, PA + 30%). Values are provided for both scenarios, with a human footprint (human-
influence scenario—HIS, in gray) and without a human footprint (unconstrained scenario-US), at
national and ecoregional scales.

National Distribution
(km2) PA PA + 1% PA + 5% PA + 10% PA + 30%

HIS

A. guariba 4962 12.5% 24.3% 58.2% 80.0% 99.7%
A. caraya 164957 7.7% 10.3% 17.8% 26.1% 54.7%
A. azarae 49905 1.3% 5.9% 17.4% 29.3% 67.5%

S. nigritus 28189 14.7% 17.4% 25.6% 34.5% 68.0%
S. cay 23611 14.0% 14.0% 23.3% 34.6% 80.4%

US

A. guariba 4962 12.5% 30.1% 75.4% 96.1% 99.9%
A. caraya 164957 7.7% 10.4% 18.2% 25.8% 53.7%
A. azarae 49905 1.3% 5.3% 15.8% 25.9% 66.3%

S. nigritus 28189 14.7% 18.6% 30.3% 42.1% 78.8%
S. cay 23611 14.0% 14.0% 23.1% 39.0% 89.1%

Atlantic Forest

HIS
A. guariba 4962 13.2% 19.9% 46.5% 71.6% 97.9%
A. caraya 27077 12.5% 13.8% 19.3% 25.5% 47.5%
S. nigritus 26918 15.1% 16.7% 23.0% 30.5% 56.0%

US
A. guariba 4962 16.3% 24.3% 52.2% 79.8% 99.5%
A. caraya 27077 12.7% 14.1% 19.6% 25.5% 48.4%
S. nigritus 26918 15.5% 17.3% 23.9% 30.9% 56.8%

Chaco
A. caraya 137880 5.3% 8.1% 18.1% 28.7% 63.5%

HIS A. azarae 49905 1.6% 5.6% 17.6% 31.9% 79.5%

US
A. caraya 137880 5.3% 8.0% 17.5% 27.9% 63.3%
A. azarae 49905 1.6% 6.1% 21.7% 39.0% 85.1%

Yungas
HIS S. cay 23611 15.6% 16.7% 21.3% 27.0% 50.5%
US S. cay 23611 16.7% 18.0% 23.4% 30.0% 55.2%

Our prioritization analyses, under the human-influence scenario, suggest that most
top-ranked priority areas (top 1% and 5%) are concentrated in: (1) the Yabotí Biosphere
Reserve, a sustainable-use area located in central–eastern Misiones, where there is a large
remaining block of Atlantic forest currently without a strict conservation category; (2) areas
of the humid Chaco in Formosa province and in areas surrounding El Impenetrable National
Park in Chaco province; and (3) around Baritú National Park, in the Yungas of Salta province
(Figure 2a,c,e,g).
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Figure 3. Performance curves are shown for prioritization at (a,b) national and ecoregional scale.
i.e., Atlantic forest (c,d), Chaco (e,f), and Yungas (g,h). These curves represent the relationship
between the proportion of the species’ distributional range protected (y-axis, 1.00 = all range protected)
and the proportion of the landscape lost for primate species (x-axis, 1.00 = all landscape lost) under
the human-influence scenario (i.e., with a human footprint as a cost) (left graphs) and for the
unconstrained scenario (i.e., without a human footprint) (right graphs). Gray vertical lines indicate
the 1%, 5%, 10%, and 30% of priority areas most important for primate conservation in Argentina.
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In the unconstrained scenario, i.e., without human footprint, the prioritization changes
markedly in almost all ecoregions, except around Yabotí Biosphere Reserve in the Atlantic
Forest of Misiones. However, the northern areas of Yabotí Biosphere Reserve and areas in
southern Misiones increase in priority (Figure 2c,d). In the Chaco ecoregion, the highest-
priority areas are shifted to the east, giving priority to the gallery forests of the humid
Chaco in areas with higher human density and less relevance to the area surrounding
the Impenetrable National Park (Figure 2e,f). In the Yungas, the areas identified as of
top and high priority become more fragmented and shift from northwest to southeast,
concentrating along and in the surroundings of Calilegua National Park in Jujuy and
Pizarro National Reserve and El Rey National Park in Salta province, again areas with
high human density (Figure 2b,h). Overall, compared to the human-influence scenario,
the unconstrained scenario prioritizes more fragmented areas for all ecoregions (Figure 2).
Besides, when the human footprint is not considered, the proportion of species range
conserved increases slightly for all categories of priority areas. Under this scenario, the
efficiency of land protection is especially higher for A. guariba, and for S. nigritus and S. cay
as well (Figure 3).

Our prioritization results are robust since we found low sensitivity to the uncertainty
associated with primate distributions (Supplementary Materials Figure S1).

4. Discussion

Our prioritization analyses identified potentially important areas for primate conser-
vation in Argentina. These areas require protection that can be secured by creating new
protected areas that complement existing ones or by mitigating the negative impacts of
human activities or infrastructure. In these areas, we aim to facilitate the engagement of
local communities in conservation activities and to promote innovative productive activi-
ties, such as ecotourism, that improve local economies while protecting forests and primate
populations. Identified priority areas partially overlap with areas that experts had also
identified as important for primate conservation. However, the algorithm-based systematic
process of prioritization, such as the one made using Zonation, has more transparency and
is explicitly target-driven [99], thus less prone to being biased by human perceptions or
interests. Following this systematic prioritization analysis, results were reviewed, criticized,
and revised by a team of experts. In particular, some biases were identified (e.g., the
distribution of A. azarae was revised due to an outlier data point), and modifications were
required to reach a consensus on the procedure, grounded in scientific knowledge and
the ensuing results (e.g., relative dispersal distances of species had to be estimated and
adjusted to make models more realistic). Nevertheless, the experts in this analysis agreed
that the identified priority areas are important for deciding where to focalize conservation
actions.

At the national level, the top-ranked priority areas (PA + 1% and PA + 5%) overlap,
except those in the Yungas, with areas where >1 species is present. The results seem to
provide an efficient solution regarding where to concentrate conservation actions. For
example, if only 5% of the most important areas for primate conservation can be effectively
protected, >50% of the distribution range of A. guariba (Argentina’s most endangered
primate species) will be protected. This 5% covers c. 16 to 30% of the distribution ranges of
the other species. Given that these other primates have much wider distribution ranges and
in some cases population densities that are higher than A. guariba in absolute terms, their
population size under protection in the 5% top-ranked priority areas will be larger than A.
guariba’s if applying this conservation target. Furthermore, most of these primate species
already have reached some degree of protection within national parks (e.g., S. nigritus
within Iguazú National Park, S. cay within Baritú and Calilegua National Parks, A. caraya
within Iberá and Chaco National Parks), something that is insufficient for A. guariba and
for A. azarae, which have few and small populations effectively protected. Although c. 12%
of the distributional range of A. guariba is within protected areas (mostly within Misiones
provincial parks), no national park in Argentina contains a population of this species. The
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Yabotí Biosphere Reserve of Misiones contains most of its population in a multiple-use area
where poaching and extractive activities are common and where, recently, forest fires have
become another threat. Implementing strictly protected areas within this reserve would
strongly impact the conservation of A. guariba. In sum, ensuring the effective protection of
the selected top-ranked 5% priority areas, even though not a highly ambitious target, will
significantly impact primate conservation in Argentina.

At an ecoregional level, the patterns are similar to those described at a national level.
However, if the conservation targets were to protect a certain percentage of the range of the
species (or of their populations), the percentage of the ecoregions that require protection will
be larger than those attained at national level analyses. In the Yungas and the Atlantic forest
of Argentina, the current protected area system encompasses >10% of the distributional
range of the primate species occurring in those regions. In the Chaco ecoregion, however,
a very small proportion (2–5%) of primate distributional ranges are included within the
protected area system. In particular, A. azarae has only 1–2% of its distributional range
within protected areas at ecoregional and national levels. Most populations of A. azarae
in Argentina are on private lands without explicit levels of protection or within private
reserves (e.g., Reserva Privada Mono Mirikina, Estancia Guaycolec [100]). Thus, creating
strictly protected areas in the humid Chaco, particularly in eastern Formosa province, is
imperative. For A. caraya, although there are protected areas at different levels (i.e., national
or provincial) in the Chaco ecoregion, 8% of its distributional range is included within
the protected area system, hence more protected areas are necessary in eastern Chaco,
northwestern Corrientes, and northeastern Santa Fe provinces, where this species occupies
the limit of its distribution. These regions are intensely affected by deforestation, habitat
modification, urbanization [2], and recent massive wildfires [101].

Including the potential impact of humans in the analysis produced different results,
affecting the species and ecoregions differently. Changes in land-use patterns exerted by
humans may have important effects on primate populations. The human activity with
the highest negative impact on primate populations is deforestation, particularly for the
expansion of agriculture and cattle ranching [102]. Human infrastructure, particularly
roads and high-voltage power lines, can also be important source of mortality for some
primate populations (e.g., howler species [103,104]), and has been reported for the A. caraya
living near human infrastructure in Argentina (M. Kowalewski pers. obs.). Finally, primates
are particularly vulnerable to fires, usually of anthropic origin, that have become more
frequent and intense in some areas of South America [105] and Argentina [101,106,107].

Disease and pathogen transmission from humans and domestic animals to wild pri-
mates, particularly in fragmented and degraded forests, is another important threat in areas
with high human density [82–86] and should be considered when deciding the best location
for protected areas. Both species of howler monkeys are highly susceptible to yellow fever
epidemics in the Atlantic forest of Argentina [6,43], representing the main threat to the
critically endangered A. guariba [108]. However, though the frequency and lethality of this
disease are the main predictors of local howler extinctions, the complex dynamics of this
disease are not necessarily associated with human presence or density [109], for which it is
not clear if the prioritization scenario that considers the human footprint index is better for
the conservation of the brown howler, at least concerning this important threat.

Primate hunting for the illegal pet trade is a direct threat for some primate populations
worldwide [102], and this is frequent in Argentina in areas of high human accessibility,
with A. caraya being a frequent target [2,33]. The retaliatory killing of primate species prone
to raiding crops is another mortality source for some primate populations [110], and this
is important in forest areas close to productive lands (i.e., orchards, crops, plantations)
characterized by a high human footprint. Capuchin monkeys are particularly exposed
to retaliatory killing for their crop-raiding tendency [110]. In the Atlantic forest and the
Yungas, conflicts with farmers due to the damage produced by Sapajus species on crops [111]
and forest plantations [98] are frequent. This may explain why, in the Atlantic forest, S.
nigritus has a higher probability of occurrence in more continuous forests with low human
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accessibility [43]. Thus, the top-priority areas identified in the unconstrained scenario
are probably not the best for these two capuchin species. For S. cay, top-priority areas
would be better located in northern Salta province, in areas of low human population
density and low human accessibility surrounding Baritú National Park, as indicated by
the constrained model. In Misiones, given that the best conservation areas for the critically
endangered A. guariba are in the Yabotí Biosphere Reserve, an area with a relatively high
human footprint, the best areas to preserve S. nigritus should be traded off against areas for
the better protection of A. guariba. However, in the Yungas and in the Atlantic forest, it will
be important to implement conservation programs to mitigate conflicts and to reduce the
retaliatory killing of primates. In the Chaco region, given that both A. azarae and A. caraya
are not prone to crop-raiding and the retaliatory killing of these species is not common, the
unconstrained prioritization scenario is probably the best selection, at least concerning this
threat. This scenario gives more weight to areas located in the riverine forests of eastern
Formosa, where A. azarae reaches its highest densities, for which it probably constitutes
the best of the two options, particularly since the top-priority areas selected under the
human footprint scenario, even though relatively free of the anthropic threats mentioned
previously, are located in areas with lower habitat suitability for these two primates (i.e., in
the dry Chaco).

One of the limitations of Zonation software that required thought and discussions
among the authors of this work, and a differential modification of model parameters to
species and ecoregions, was related to different capacities of species to deal with habitat
fragmentation and the heavy weight that the algorithm gives to habitat connectivity. When
we assigned to the five species the same ability to move or disperse between habitat
patches, the areas with the highest densities of A. azarae and A. caraya in the humid
Chaco, presumably those with the highest habitat suitability for them, were not selected
in the top priority areas, which Zonation identified as laying in the driest portion of
these primates’ distribution in the Chaco, where forests have more continuity. Zonation
heavily penalized habitat fragmentation. However, these two primate species have higher
dispersal and movement capacity than the other ones and generally occupy naturally
fragmented landscapes in the humid Chaco [90,112]. For example, in eastern Chaco and
northern Corrientes provinces, isolated forest fragments dominate the landscape, and even
very small (<2 ha) and isolated ones are occupied by social groups of A. caraya [90,113].
This suggests that these two species frequently move and disperse through open areas,
something not frequent in the other three primate species. We thus assigned them a
differential (larger) dispersal capacity to make the models more realistic. However, we
emphasize the urgent need for better basic demographic data, particularly on the dispersal
capacity of primate species, information that is critically important to model landscape use
and identify priority areas given the current scenario of the increasing fragmentation and
degradation of primate habitat.

Another limitation of our analysis is that it is based on distribution models with only
presence data, not data on population abundances, which are better correlated with habitat
suitability. For S. nigritus, as a surrogate, occupancy models have been used to assess
habitat suitability in the Atlantic forest [43]. However, little information exists on habitat
quality and the determinants of primate densities in Argentina. Very few density estimates
exist for the primates of Argentina, even for the relatively well-studied species such as S.
nigritus, A. caraya, and A. azarae, for which data are available for just one or a few locations
each [45,46,48,57,113].

This study has shown how important the knowledge of experts (i.e., field primatolo-
gists) is when selecting variables critical for prioritization analyses (e.g., species’ habitat
use and dispersal capacity). In addition, our experience has highlighted the relevance of
a critical assessment of prioritization outputs by experts with a field-based criterion to
make this exercise more realistic and potentially useful as a management tool for species
conservation. We conclude that, at least for non-human primates in Argentina, species
distribution modeling would greatly benefit from considering not only species’ presence
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but also abundance data, which are likely to improve the predictive power of model
distributions [114], thus providing higher-quality inputs for prioritization analyses.

The areas identified in this study will serve to further the National Primate Conser-
vation Plan of Argentina. Furthermore, they may also be used as an important input for
the implementation of the Argentine forest law (Ley Nacional N◦ 26.331), which promotes
the conservation of native forests. This law mandates provinces to categorize their forests,
in a spatially explicit way (in maps), into three conservation categories: I) forests with
strict protection, II) those that cannot be converted to other uses but where forests can
be sustainably exploited, and III) those that may be converted to other land uses with
a previous environmental impact assessment and after public consultation [115]. Our
prioritization can be fed into this process of categorizing native forests, and, ideally, our
priority areas can be assigned to categories I or II or, when placed into category III, we can
convince the public on the importance of the conservation of these forests and to promote
mitigation actions.

Finally, guided by a general concern about the ecological crisis we are facing, we
call for the urgent mobilization of funds and resources to implement the conservation of
primate populations and their habitats in Argentina. Future prioritization analysis should
consider land cost to estimate the costs of protected-area expansion more realistically. The
involvement and support of the local communities that live in the identified priority areas
for the protection of primate populations and their habitats is fundamental to achieve
the conservation goals, and this should entail economic and social benefits for those
communities. The potential priority areas proposed here, considered within the context
of a broad participatory process involving relevant stakeholders, will help guide new
conservation policies and support management objectives.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/d14110982/s1. Figure S1: Zonation outputs of priority areas
for primates of Argentina (AICPA), from white (low priority) to black (high priority). Map based
on nominal estimates from species distribution models (above) and map based on 0.3SD (standard
deviation) uncertainty of models (below); Table S1: List of the 13 expert primatologists (in alphabetical
order of surnames) involved in reviewing the process and outputs of modeling species distribution
and prioritization analysis; Table S2: Environmental variables used to model potential species
distribution of primates in Argentina; Table S3: Variance and cumulative variance explained by
the principal components selected from the Analysis of Principal Components performed with the
environmental variables; Table S4: Coefficient of original bioclimatic variable regarding the first
five principal components used as predictors to construct species distribution models; Table S5: List
of the variables and their relative weight used to build the human footprint raster layer that was
introduced as a potential cost into the prioritization analysis. The variables and their weights were
selected by experts based on current knowledge about the main anthropogenic factors affecting
primates in Argentina. The road network was obtained by Open Street Maps data and included the
following categories: trunk, primary, secondary, tertiary, unclassified and track. Human population
density per pixel was obtained by census radius data according to the National Census of Population
and Housing 2010—INDEC. Maps of forest cover, forest plantations, agriculture and pastures were
obtained by MapBiomas Chaco Colección 1-2017.
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Sapajus nigritus 

MED 0.77 0.86 0.71 0.83 0.61 
MES 0.71 0.87 0.72 0.84 0.63 
SVM 0.59 0.82 0.7 0.82 0.6 
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Figure A1. Map showing the known distribution ranges for the five primate species in the ecoregions
identified in northern Argentina [19].

Table A1. The performance of four algorithms (MED = maximum entropy default, MES = maximum
entropy simple, SVM = support vector machine, RF = random forest) and an ensemble model (PCS)
were used to model the spatial distribution of the primate species of Argentina. Model performance
metrics are in columns: Boyce’s index, the area under the curve (AUC), the similarity indices of
Jaccard and Sørensen, and the true skill statistic (TSS).

Species Algorithm Boyce AUC Jaccard Sørensen TSS

Alouatta
guariba

MED 0.81 0.86 0.68 0.81 0.59
MES 0.86 0.88 0.7 0.82 0.61
SVM 0.85 0.87 0.7 0.82 0.62
RF 0.93 0.92 0.73 0.84 0.68

PCS * 0.93 0.92 0.73 0.84 0.68

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.21187003
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Table A1. Cont.

Species Algorithm Boyce AUC Jaccard Sørensen TSS

Alouatta
caraya

MED 0.91 0.84 0.65 0.79 0.57
MES 0.89 0.82 0.62 0.76 0.53
SVM 0.95 0.85 0.63 0.77 0.57
RF 0.91 0.89 0.7 0.83 0.66

PCS * 0.91 0.89 0.7 0.83 0.66

Aotus
azarae

MED 0.55 0.85 0.72 0.84 0.66
MES 0.7 0.84 0.72 0.83 0.65
SVM 0.48 0.83 0.69 0.81 0.63
RF 0.72 0.87 0.73 0.84 0.69

PCS * 0.74 0.87 0.72 0.84 0.65

Sapajus
nigritus

MED 0.77 0.86 0.71 0.83 0.61
MES 0.71 0.87 0.72 0.84 0.63
SVM 0.59 0.82 0.7 0.82 0.6
RF 0.92 0.86 0.71 0.83 0.62

PCS * 0.89 0.88 0.72 0.84 0.63

Sapajus cay

MED 0.19 0.32 0.43 0.6 0.06
MES −0.08 0.3 0.28 0.37 0.11

SVM * 0.67 0.53 0.46 0.6 0.35
RF 0.11 0.47 0.41 0.54 0.27

PCS 0.25 0.49 0.43 0.56 0.3
* Selected model.
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